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District Development Planning 

I 

I find myself today on this platform in an extremely unusual posi
tion. The founder of this Institute, my father-in-law, Rao Bahadur 
R. R. Kale of Satara, died in January 1936. We considered that an 
appropriate way of paying our tribute to him would be to initiate 
a series of annual memorial lectures. The first lecture in the series 
was d~liver!ld by Prof. V. G. Kale in January 1937 and since then, 
with the exception of an unfortunate interruption in 1947, the memo
rial lecture has been regularly delivered each year. We have been 
singularly fortunate in having secured the services of a series of 
eminent lecturers who have deIMlred discourses on important sub
jects year after year. The lectures are ordinarily delivered during 
the first -!lUarter of the year. When some months ago, I as Director . . 

of the Institute asked Prof. V. M. Dandekar, who was then the Joint 
Director, who should be invited to deliver the lecture for 1966, he 
suggested that I should deliver the memorial lecture myself after 
retiring from the post of Director on ist A'PI"iI. After a little 
thought, I accepted the suggestion. My reasons were mainly two. 
In the first instance the' change in roles, from one who welcomed and 
introduced the lecturer every year to that of the lecturer himself 
would help to mark definitively and publicly the end of my administ- -
rative responsibilities as Director of the Institute. Secondly and 
more importa~tly it would enable me to, pay my own personal tribute 
to the Founder. 

Before doing this in the form of an academic discourse I may be 
allowed to say a few words regarding the founder personally. I do 
this because it is thirty years since he passed away and there would 
be few in this audience, as among the staff of the Institute, who ha.ve 
any !personal knowledge about. him. Rao Bahadur Raoji' Ram
chandra Kale was a distinguished and highly successful lawyer of 
Satara City. He was also keenly interested in publie affairs and 
actively participated in theIlla. He played a prominent part in the 
provincial legislature and in the University. He was a Sanskrit 
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scholar, a deeply religions man, and was attracted towards the Prar
thana Samaj. HiIlwever, like Ranade _ whom he revered greatly, he 
was averse to breaking off connections with traditional society. In 
politics, he was a follower of Gokhale both in. the insistence on a 
deep and ~eful study of !problems and in the belief in need of mode
ration in the expression of opinion. Though living well, he was able 
to put together a modest fortune, tl!ee-quarters of which he gave 
away, i! part during his lifetime and partly by donations and by 
creation of a charitable trust at death. 

The manner in which he fopnded this Institute exhibits some of 
his salient characteristics. I was serving as Principal of the College . . 

of the Sarvajanik Education Soci!lty at Surat since 1925. I had the 
option. of leaving .the college in 1930 and a year earlier made up my 

mind to do so, because as Principal I had little o.pportunitY to engage 
in nsearch. In the prevailing ci,rcumstances I decided to seek an 
opening in Prona where I could combine teaching with research. 
When Rao Bahadur Kale learnt of this, he made, without my knDw
ledge, an offer to the Servants of India Society of an endowment 
which could give me a chance to do what I desired. He did this at 
a time when he had retired from active legal practice and though it 
meant giving away immediately a significant part of his capital 
resources. 

The Institute was established in June 1930 as a result of the nego
tiations which followed this initial offer made in June 1929. The 
President of the Servants of India Society made the suggestion 
initially" that the Institute might be named after the founder • 
• However, he felt that naming it after Gokhale, the founder of the 
Servants of India Society, would be more appropriate and that the 
Institute might more readily·'attract wider support in this ease. 
Therefore, he quietly substitUted the name of Gokhale in the final 
proposals and his own name was !put into brackets as founder. The 
lIBsistaJp .an/J co:..operation of many have been responsible for the 
growth of the IriStitute in subsequent decades. However, these could 
have had no chance to operate but for the imaginative, courageous 
and gEfuerous initial -endowment by the Founder. As the greatest 
single beneficiary of tbat action I have great pleasure in paying' this 
tribute, .on t~is occasion, to his memory. 

It i.s .only proper that I sbould take this opportunity to express 
my gratitude to the President and members of the Servants of India 



Society for their co-operation and assistance through all thel!e years. 
In accepting' the endowment the Society agreed to house the Institute 

• and to give it the use of its library. Though in later years the In-
stitute was able to command its own resources for these purposes, 
the use of the premises and the nucleus of the library have been vital 
to the growth of the Institute. The terms of the endowment created 
a Board of Management for~e Institute in which naturaIly the 
major role was that of the Servants of India Society. It is a.pleasure 
to record that this responsibility has been discharged by the President 
and connected members of the Society with such great considera
tion and understanding that the Institute has, in fact, functioned 
during its entire existence as an essentiaIly autonomous academic 
Institute. 

II 

The subject of my address today is District Development Planning'. 
In terms 6f the division of the main functions of government there 
are in India three tiers, viz., the Union, the State and the District. 
The constitution of the third tier is not uniform in all states. In 
some states the main unit of self-government is the District, in others 
it is the Block. In Maharashtra after adoption of the Zilla Pari
shad scheme the Zilla (District) authority has been definitely esta
blished as the local development planning authority. For a number' 
of reasons this appears to me to be the most appropriate arrange
ment and for the purpose of this lecture, I shall confine attention to 
'Problems of planning where the District authority is in this position. 

District Development Planning as I consider it is an integral part 
of Ilational development planning. ,In a state in which there exists 
a constitutional division of functions between a tier of authorities , . 
the planning powers>are likely to fol1ow this division of functions., 
H;wev~eral experience that the ~ciu~l'~;r~tiori~i tlie 
division of functions ~ay be greatly modified "by. the dislribution 
among various levels and authorities of the total financial resources 
of the state and by arrangements connected with t;his distribution. 
Moreover, the effective exercise of planning" p~wers is associated 
ynth the existence of IlIPpropriate organs and the availability of ade
quate lmowledge and efficient agencies for the purpose, in,. case of 
each tier in the federal structure. An appreciation of the problems 
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of planning at any level, therefore, requires a detailed study· of these 
and of actual operations. 

In terms of the division of powers and functions between the Union 
and the States and the actual operation of the planning !process a 
certain pattern of division of activities and responsibilities had deve
loped in India by the end of the second five year plan. In a paper 
written in 1960 I described this paitern in the fanowing words : 
"The fields of action of the centre and of the states are, to a large 
extent, distinct. \ The centre builds up and maintains the overall 
instrumentalities of national economic life such as the credit and the 
monetary system, the railways and !ports. It aJso acts in relation 
to the basic requirements of the long-term plan of industrialization, 
with emphasis on large industry and exploitation of mineral re
sources. The states are concerned, on' the other hand, with acting 
on the total life of all the people in their charge and on all the diffus
ed, dispersed small-scale units and activities. The centre is con
cerned with the most generalized features of the national frame 
and with highly concentrated action at a few strategic points; 
the states must affect all areas and localities, all the relevant 
fields and all units. Uhe centre is concerned with the strategy 
of the long-term plan and with initiating the crucial move
ments; the states have to engage themselves in transmitting 
the forces imPelling economic development to all areas and units, 
and with concretizing for the individual units the fruits of develop
ment. The generalized objectives of a state !plan are, therefore, 
making possible, initiating and encouraging economic development 
in all activities and sectors, and areas and localities, and protecting 
the standard of living and improving and ameliorating the situation, 
social and economic, of all individuals within their territories. ;rhe 
objectives and the constituents of plans of individual sectors and 
.departments must conform to the requiremeAts of these general . , . 
objectives. In the light of the above, the locality and the individual .- , 
are placed at the cefitre of the activities of states, and providing for 

\ 

the uniwrsal impact of the developmental process and for a diffusion 

~ 
, . 

of its effects becomes their primary aim.'" I . . 

When' this was written the developmen of 'district ll~thoritie' . 
endowed "vdtll:specific planning powers had yet to take place. How-

'. 
1 Gadgil. D. 14 Pl4nn,';g aml Economi<: Pol,,,!/ in Imlu. (3rd edition, 1005) 

pp. 237·8. 
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ever, the objectives and fields of state planning activity as described 
in the extract quoted above may be taken generally to ap!ply to the 
existing situation in relation to district development planning. 

Before proceeding to a detailed discussion of problems of district 
d~lopment planning' in India, I would offer a few introductory re
marks on some theoretical aspects of the general problem and on 
experience W'itIi'theeffortln'Sflme other Countries. It is interesti~g 
to note that most of the theoretical work has been done in relation 
to what may be termed regional 'Planning. 
\" The newly developed regional science, deals with broad aspects of 
tn'terrelations between the various forms of organized social activity 

. within the eontext of physicaLspace. Its development is associated 
cliiefly with the theory-ofl~cation of economic activity originating 
in classical economics and greatly elaborated in recent decades. Re
gional science has progressively attempted to present a spatial 

,--- .. _-.---- .--- .. ----~ ... ---. - ... -- .. --.---~ 
framework for social sclence disciplines, especiaITy economics, 
through t~El development of a gener.!ll J!t!lOry _of l!lC8-tion an~_~f sp~ 
eco:lll)~: -It js thus concerned with human social activities distri----buted over a given territory. It starts with the assumption that 
such activities are distributed 'over any region. "in certain rhythms 
and patterns that are neither arbitrary, nor the workings of chance. 
They result rather from the interdependencies that give form to 
economic space. Spatial patterns will change with 'shifts in the 
structure of demand and of production, in the l~l of technology and 
in the social and political organization of the nation.'" ') -

With the development of the concept of stages of economic growth, .-------. - _. ----. - - ,- -,,- -
regional scien~~jI~Kl!.n to_~I1cern itself with the -question as to 
- - ... -----.-------- - -

whether there ar~tial patterns correslloIt<!m1Cto-each stage of. -
'e:-<:!mQlJ',lic de'l.~Iopmenh -~~d;'h~j;!Je~-Jh~r~ is an optimum ~trategi 
.f9.1"_spatial.?"a~!0~lti~n from'one!!ta~t~-th~~n;;a:-'--In the con
text of ·an econlr1Y' whidCls neither directed nor regulated ex_-
ternally and appears tp develop in a naturalistic manner, regional 

• science directs aftentiop to the analysis of various fo~ that appear 
il. determine e¥sting spatial distribution of activity; and in ease 
of change, to the search for originating causes, the reactions and 
nlteractions, so is 'to help in assessing the manner i'l1 which any 
change is brought about and proceeds. All this is att~pfud in the 
same way as the analysis of a free market economy. Similar analysis 

• Friedmann and AlonSQ, Regitmo.l DefJ.~nt Planning (1964), p. 2. 
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utilizing historical data, may help in putting forward a theory of 
economic development illl relation to regions. Planning takes the 
process a step further. In this case it is unn~essary to assume a 
naturalistic frame and conscious purposive human effort may be 
studied in relation to its possible impact on an environment. Re
gional planning, as such, may take the planning objectives and 
I!trategy at the national level for granted, and s~ially address itself 
to the specific spatial features emerging' in the formulation and 
operation of a national plan in a particular region. Given any theory 
of ~OI1()mic development and of pattern of transformation of 
economy from one stage to another, certain expectations of the for
mation of agglomerations or of regional imbalances, may be formu
lated, as a result of such regional analysis. These expectations may 
be looked upon either as inevitable or logical stages, in the process of 
development which have to be accepted, or alternatively, as tendencies 
which could be curbed and regulated in case certain objectives of 
national plans are desired to be fulfilled. Regional planning, in 
this context, ceases· to look upon the interplay of socio-economic 
forces within the space economy as working in a naturalistic manner 
and begins to consider them as capable of being directed and regu
lated with reference to assumed objectives. ~egional analysis then 

I helps the planners to understand operations of forces generated in 
I a given situation· or through particular 'POlicies, and enables them , .. 
. to visualize the possibilities and limitations ofexteroal action and of 
. the framing of objectives or policies} . . 

While a considerable .amount of abstract discussion of regional 
planning lmd planned development on lines described above exists 
today, detailed attention has so far been paid only to a few i~ific 
problems. This has been largely due to the fact that complex and 
elaborate analysis, such as is required in this context, has been 
attempted only in the highly developed co~ntrieslt The two major 
sets of problems of space economy which these countries confront 
today are th~ cOnnected with thEr growth of la'rge metropolitan 
centres and those connected with the existence of pa1;(;hes of depresse~ 
economy within a fast growing and affluent society. Most of the 

: detailed work has been done in relation to the planning oj. what ar~ 
called metropolitan regions. The importance of this is so over
whelming that it is possible for writers to say that while infra-urban 
space is of primary importance in city planning, regiomll planning 
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"focusses attention on supra-urban space.'" This definition of re
gional planning as the ordering of human activity in supra-urban 
space has to be understood against the background of economies in 
which urban population vastly predominates and most activity is 
oriented towards city centres. , 
C While ooncern with regional planning in the context of metrolJO:' 
litan growth has been in evidence for many decades, attention to tM 
planning for develo f backward regions or depressed areas 
has een relatively recent.) The depression of the 30's first brought 
into prominence the problem. of areas suffering in a specially acute 
manner from the effects of economic decay or stagnation. Measures 
to relieve such conditions were widely diacussed and studies were 
undertaken at universities, for example in England, specially in rela
tion to them·. However, it is with the rpost..war vogue of planning 
that this problem has come to have special importance. Un this con
text, the region is "defined as territory which has relatively homo
geneous ec()nomic characteristics and -which appears to a significant 
extent, to nave been uninfluenced by forces which have brought about, 
growth and diversification of the economy, in other parts of the 
eountry, Regional analysis is concerned here with a study of the 
factors making for stagn';;CY' a~d()f -ihepQ;;ibilities and means 
riractivi~tio-;;.IWe th~s note-that advancement of regional science 
and, in partidar, use of techniques of regional analysis so as to 
render significant assistance in the work of practical planning, are 
in evidence, chiefly in the two areas indicated above and that the 
techniques are not immediately available m' relation to the :problems 
~.-

that we face in distrIct econOIIDC planning, ---
It may be noted that though district -economic planning is con

cerned with aspects of spatial organization, the district is not a 
'.region' as the term is usually understood. It is important to em
phasize this initial point. The district is essentially a local administ
rative division and the area divisions .of governmental authority or 
administration -do not necessarily or even usually cofncide with re
gions defineL~ contiguous territory sharing common economic 
Ich~!IIcteristics. .Economic homogeneity to the- extent . that it is 
present in·a district, would be a matter, in 'part, of accident, and in 
part, of the fact that the district forms a !part of a larger region 
which may be economically homogeneous. The objectiws and rea-

• 
• Frie~nn and Alonso, op. "'t~ P. 68. 
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sons for the formation of districts are related to administrative 
convenience, historical traditions and other such factors. Obviously 

hysical features an ."ers also play some part in determining 
)llstri~ .. ~~ies. In India districts, for the mO"st part, are com
posed of component areas of a sufficient diversity of conditions and 
interests; and the methods of regional analysis and planning could 
be approopriately applied only to the relatively homogeneous econo
mic sub-areas in them. It may often happen that a belt of territory 
in a number of contiguous districts constitutes a homogeneous re
gion while none of the districts are themselves homogeneous. In 
such a case the development plans of all the districts will have to 
llI.!!opt the aIT.ropriate approach ~egional developme»t in ~elation 
_t~ theparti"-.l!!ar part of a homogeneousregion~ontail!.ed withill !hem . 
. Further, in some districts the predominance of large urban or 
metropolitan centres may affect plans of development. In this case, 
the lessons of metropolitan regional planning will have to be applied. 
Thus .district development planning' presents problems which are , 
comparable with those of planning for the development of a large 

. , 

state with a heterogeneous composition. The problems of planning 
at the state level are all met in a somewhat simipler form within 
'district development planning; somewhat simpler, because the degree 
of heterogeneity and complexity in a district would be necessarily 
less than that in a state . 

C The above characteristic of District Development Planning follows 
from the identification of planning areas with administrative and . . 
local self-government areas. Where regional planning is under-
taken for a specific homOgeneous region, with special characteristics 
and to attain a particular objective, it is :possible to define a region 
independently and to set up a planning or development authority for 
it. This could happen with a river valley region, or a metropolitan 
region or territory defined as backward or depressed and in relation 
to which special measures are undertaken) In India, we are engag
ed in plannin/for the development Q-f the entire country and though 
the situation and requirements in different areas differ mdicall} 
from each other, the effort undertaken in each area is a part of the 
total ~Jlal. planning ei[Qrt. Moreover, the development planning 

-undertaken in each area has to be equally comprehensive. The total 
national plan of development, of all activities and classes and all 
re 'ons, is a multi-Objective plan wit sal cov a e. It followf ,.-
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that the development plan of any area or distriCt, however small, 
bas to be equally comprehensive, in the definition of its objectives 
and the scope of its action. The development attempted must affect 
all areas, within the district and must touch all liLctivities and all 
classes. This characteristic sharply distinguishes bur district deve-,- ----10 ment planning from the regional lanning undertaken for regio~ 
formula in re a Ion to limited objectives, in.lln ad Me manner.-
- Inevitabli,theareas of local planning' in Indi;'have to be ~ con
stituted that, taken together, they cover the entire area of the 
country. (As local planning has to be undertaken for all areas, it is 
obvious that the effort should be associated with the administrative 
and theself-gavernment areas into which the country is already 

_ divided) This special aspect of District Development Planning also 
makes it desirable and necessary,( that the planning authority be 
identified. with the 10~~~~!~istrat10Il:,.,0~~oca.tself:-i~v~!!j 
authoriti.)fn specific ad Me regional planning, where the region is 
specially constituted for a specific purpose, the planning or the deve
lopment aiithority may a!§9 he -specially created or constituted for 
the limited objective::::!t is likely in sucll a case that neither the area -- - -_.-..... - .. 
nor the functions to be carried out coincide with the area. or' 'the 
functions of any existing authority or administration.) 

<" 

III-

Indian planning' is highly centralized. Planning in the sense of 
attempting formulation Itf an integrated plan .of development is 
undertaken only by the Planning Commission at the centre. Plan
ning thought and inforJru!,tion, to the eXtent these are in evidence, - ,---
exist only with the Planning Commission, and this body alone ill con-
cerned with planning' techniques. JThe central plan is influenced to 
some extent by a perspective plan and there is some !Ii~uI!SJon at the 
Planning Commission- of desirabI~B1;rl!.~,-~ecially in relation to 
decisions regarding allocations and priorities. However, even the 
cent;;i pian is not built up in an integrated fashion. It results 
essentially from putting together recommendations of a series of 
working groups or committees concernjad with specific subjects or 
departments. There is little effort at integrating, coordinating or 
dovetailing' the separate schemes or programmes either at the time 
of their preparation ~r later. They are All ~ore or less mechanically 
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combined to form the plan and when, as a result of decisions regard
ing allocation, adjustments have to' be made upwards or downwards . 
they are made independently for each separate set of programmes. 

The situation at lower levels is much worse. At the state level 
planning' ~ highly officialized. Non-official leaders or experts are 
consulted to some extent by the Planning Commission which has set 
up a large number of panels, committees, etc .. No mechanism through 
which this may be done exists in the States, at- least in most of 
them. The Maharashtra Govern~se~1960 a consultativ~ 
~ Q9rQp'!itte~: This met twice in the first year and, among other 
work, set up two sub-committees which produced important reports. 
No meeting of the Consultative Committee was called after 1961. 
Planning at the State level is not only highly officialized but is essen.; 
til~Ily a_secretariat aff..air. ~ 

\. 1n all the major states, there is practically no machinery for plan
ning as such at the State level. The state plans are not made as 
the result of any wide consultation or effort at co-ordination. There 
is no specific definition of the objectives of state planning and no 

,-thinki!.!g out of a strategy appropriate to it. This follows from the 
'f~i "tlie state plans are prepared, baslcally, in the same manner 
as the annual state budget. The departmentaJ proposals in relation 
to each section, ~d sub-section are formulated in the departments, 
are put together by the heads of departments and forwarded to the 
secretariat. The plan is then prepar~e sense of being ·pieced • 
together in the secretariat. E:Kcellt f~r the debate-in th~-Ie~slature, -

-. '-;:---'--------- • > 

there are no publj~ discussions or consultations of general or specific 
plan objectives or proposals and no information is available outside -
~~_~~il.t is contemplated or proposed. In the secretariat itself 
there is neither any attempt to obtain special knowledge or informa
tion nor any personnel specialized in planning techniques.) 

Moreover, State plans •. which are prepared entirely at the depart
}llell~ and secretariat level represent, in essence, the reactions of 
the state government and its officers to the knotvn wishes and propo-

". '- .-. -- -- --.".--

sals of the Plannirii--commrssion. The standard Planning Commis-
sion schemes 'or similar-departmelltal schemes, prepared in the states 
which have obtained the approval of the Planning Commission, are 
the basic materials from out of which the state and district plans are 

" . 
constituted. 
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The Second Five Year Plan contains an entire chapter-Chapter 
Seven--on' District Development Administration. This chapter is 
concerned chiefly with what might be attempted in the future in 
relation to District Development Administration. Considerable em
'phiiSis1slltacettOiithe lines on which District Development Councils 
should be built in the future and on "the preparation of viHage plans., 
A grest deal is written about the establishment of village panchayats 
and tbeir functions such as of land management ,md the framing of 
programmes of ~roduction. The district Development machinery 
contemplated, is that of an ad hoc District Developm.ent Council and 
of tbe development committees constituted for blocks and taluIms. 
At tbis stage, what are now called the Panchayati Raj institutions, 
had no~n universally established at the village level; and though 
tbere were in most states local self-governing bodies, such as taluka . - . . 
or district boardS, tbere was no thought of entrusting tbese bodies 
with any aspect of the development planning work. The share of 
the administrative officers of tbe district was highlighted in this 
Plan doc~ent, and tbe responsibility of the collectors, tbe sub-divi
sional officers and the block development officers as leaders was em
'Phasized. In fact tbe district administration was described as "an 

. '..::;:::. 
agency of change towards a new social order ... • . 
--Iti~ Third Five Year Plan, there-is no- separate chapter,on dis
trict development administration. . The matter is aimlt witb, in part, 
in tbe chapter on Community Development. This deals with the 
possible effects of the recent establishment of the Panchayati Raj 
institutions and raises the wider question of tbe reorganization of 
the district administration consequent upon the introduction of 
Panchayati Raj. 'The emphasis on village production plans is stm
continued and there appears little appreciation of the existence of 
grave deficiencies in the machinery for the formulation or implemen
tation of plans at the state and the lo-eal level. In fact, as the fol-
lowing quotation will show, the planners were obviously well sat
isfied with things as they were. "Large burdens are beiug placed 
on ~lanning organizations in the states. States are' called upon to 
.interpret national objectives, translate tlJeJ;Il. in terms of tbe needs, 
resources an~ possibilities open to them, . carry the plan to tbe remo
test points and find ways of mobilising local resources and enthu-... 

• 
• Second Five Year Plan, (GoVt. ot India, Planning Commission) 1956, p. 164. 

, . 
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siasm. Within the limits of its tasks as conceived thns far, the 
machinerY for planning in the states has served well ... • . 

The activities of the di!ltrict development councils set up from the 
period of the Second Five Year Plan were entirely of an advisory 
nature. These councils were composed mostly of local political 
Jeaders who had little special knowledge or expertise in any direc
tion. There was also no agency or arrangement for the procure
ment of local data or for identification and study of local problems. 
The councils put together a series of more or less popular demands 
regarding the CortJi!ttuction of irrigation works, roads or the setting 
up of educa#tlria1 institutions, hospitals, ete. These had no relation 
to a strategy of long-term planning or to any definition of priorities. 
The councils put together a list of recommendations which was 
usually fairly comprehensiw and large. The preparation of plans 
by the heads of state departments or by secretariat officials w:as ..not 
likely to· be influenced in any significant manner by the recommenda
tions of these councils as no significant id~a.s, ~pecific constraints' or 
compulsive recommendations emeried from them. . 

The situation continues to be similar, at least in Maharashtra, even 
after'the establishment of Zilla Parishads. The preparation of the ,. '.' 
4th five year plan by Zilla Parishads was undertaken in most dis-
tricts on lines which did notdiifer materially. from the operations 
of the earlier district development counsils. "There was no greater 
volume of information specially' collected or made available to the 
Zilla Parishad, or its sub-committees engaged in planning. Secondly, 
though the work of planning by the Z.Ps. was Illore elaborate, in 
the sense that more attention was paid to preparation of plAns at 
the block level and to the co-ordination of plan prOlposals by subjects, 
its essential character remained unchanged. This was because the 
district plan was not looked upon as a realistic document which :\'Vas 
part of a long-term development plan framed by the Zilla Pari?had 
and to be implemented by it. It was, as before, a set of proposals 
sent up to the state government or mora correctly to tHe secretaries 

. from which the Secretariat would put together 'the plan which the 
Z.P. would in due course hlj.ve to implement. This w:lis emphasized 
by the fact that no realistic fill8.ncial limit ~s to the size of the plan'" 
to be prepared by Zilla Parishads was indicated to tltem. In fact, . " 

• The Third Five Year Plan, (G,"vt.'·"f India, Planning Commission) 1961, 
p. 2~9. 
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hey were encouraged to prepare plans of a size very much larger 
t18n the most optimistic estimate that could be made, of allocation 
f resources to the district. Moreover, working groups in the 
ecretarlat were preparing departmental plans while the Z.Ps. were 
ngag'ed in their work and with the continuous pressure for early 
lmpletion from the Planning Commission it was the Secretariat 
'ork that really counted. '\ -
The working groups whefuer in 1l State secretariat or in the Plan

ing Commission, it should further be noted, opera~d ad MC, with-
1t any clear guide lines and without the help of specililly collected 
lta which were critically analysed. As a natural consequence, ex
~rience counted for little, no attention was paid even to obvious 
.st failures, and schemes and programmes were carried over from 
.an to plan with little change or modification. In such a situation 
was futile to e~pect any attention being !paid to variations in a local 
tuation or provision being made for a study of them. 
Planning iii India at the lower levels continues to be, in the main, 
matter of putting together standard schemes for each department 
~b" activi1;I, schemes known to be acceptable to the Planning' 
lImnission, in such a manner as to attract the largest amount of 
;sistance that the state or the department can obtain from the 
mtre.} It is only fair to add that since 1962, the Planning Commis-l 
)n has begun to pay mo~ attention to problems of district develop-! 
ent planning, and a good deal of what I say in this lecture -is based' 
lOn experience gathered in the course of an effort in this direction, 
hieh wa~ sponsore~ by the Government of Maharashtra, and which 
ceived valuable assistance from the Planning' Commission. 
The almost entire absence of proper planning at the state and dis-. 
ict level has imposed a grave handicap on development of Indian . 
ral economy and is -reflected in the relati~ly slow and patchy pro
ess in agriculture, rural industry and related fields. Problems of 
amiing in agriculture have been discussed by a number of official -. . 
mmittees and there has been general emphasis on the need for 
(ating targetS and programmes to local circumstances.· This, how
er, cannot be done iuJ. hoc or piecemeal and can only follow appro
iate organization of state and district development planning. The 
uation today is'thus that where improvement is attainable thr.ough 

; See Gadgil. D. R.. "Planning for Agricultural Development". Planning ana. _ 
.nomic Poijcy in India. lIrd Ed., 1965. . 
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prOg'l'ammes involving simple uniform action IMlr a wide area success 
is achieved; where, however, cloSe study of particular complex pro
blems is necessary for 'Progress, the problems are' either unidentified 
or are dealt with inadequatelY.~ . 

The reasons for this are two-fold. In the first instance, the ad
ministrative machinery is geared to uniform operations over a wide 
area and not to specialized local work. Secondly, no arrangements 
are lIIVailable through which complex, particular problems could be 
studied closely on the spot. The targets approach of our type ()f 
centralized planning accentuates these basic tendencies. 

The propositions, made earlier, may be supported by referenq! to 
an analysis of the relative successes and failures of the latest inten
sive district prOg'rammes in agriculture. Where, as in the districts 
of the Punjab, the conditions ()f agricultural operations were fairly 
uniform and the overheads and the organizational structure were 
already available, the progress was striking; where similar condi. 
tions did not obtaln the progress has been unimpressive. In a like 
manner, major schemes of irrigation. an~ power are completed 
fairly successfully but schemes of minor iirig'ation, especially those 
where nature is unfavourable looally, make little progress. Apart 
from the structure of administrative arrangements and the dis
couragement of local initiativeA tI'Ie attitude of government towards 
programme of agricultural improvement is also resy.onsible for the 
phenomenoll. Campaigns are still the most important features of 
these programmes. Inevitably programmes in a countrywide or 
statewide campaign can only consist ()f generalized prescriptions 
which' ignore local variations. There is no problem-orientation and 

7 Preliminary surveys in Wardha district bronght"to surface a number of 
local peculiarities "that had been previously ignored in all development' work. 
Illustrations may be given from one sector, thai of land and water resources 
development. For example, the problem of a type of waterlogged land common 
in the district had not been noticed; the potential of utilizing water in streams 
for winter crops had been ignored; contour bunding in black cotton soils raised 
a number of problem. which had not been tackled. Moreover, a detailed survey 
of well. in Wardha district revealed ,fllat a very large proportion of these were 
in disuse and that the reasons for disuse varied from area to area. (Wardha: 
District Development Paper I: Irrigation, 1968) •• These facts were unknown 
and had not been taken into account in previous plan.. As .. general rule, even 
the loaning operation of land development banks for new wells in any district 
are not today accompanied by a 811rVey of sUCrJ!Sses and failures in well·digging 
or of disused wells in any area and do not. utilize any information relating to 
the subject that might be available. . . 
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lID incllna.tion toward evolving a. 1()Jlg-term programme based on 
close study of ipIIrticular problems. Constant campaigning inhibits 
the attitudes and dissipates the energy needed fOr study and IOJlg

term aetion. It also leads to ignoring the total complex of condi~ 
tiona related to improvement of agriculture. A single item, e.g., 
fertilizer use, is pushed with no consideration of related technical or 
financial factors. In an old country with a relatively intelligent 
peasantry it may be assumed that the scope for obvious improve
ments capable of being brought about easily in existing cireWIll!tances 
is small. Therefore, campaigns or crash programmes inevitably give \ 
diminishiIlg returns and the next stage requires a changed outlook ~ 
and altered administrative arrangements. . 

The a.pproaeh through compilation of a plan by reference to sepa
rate standardized departmental .schemes has many other disadvant
ages also. For example, it leads to unnecessary proliferation of staff 
and to its non-integration on the field. . This is because the staff 
proposals are atta.ched to ea.ch scheme and are considered separately 
as for the scheme and its.duration. It also results in there'being' no 
coordination or synchronization of action among various departments '\ 
or different agencies in the same department. This is responsible \ 
for the familiar phenomenon of ~ npmber of targets, e~ecially relat- j' 
ing to expenditure, being achieved and yet there being an overall 
failure of the Mtal programme. 

~
here is little difference of opinion in the country relating to the 

esirabiJity of changing the present system of centralized, depart
. . tal planning. HGWEWer, relatively little thooght has so far· been 
'given to the positive content and the administrative and organiza
tional implications of J..qcal .planning or 'Planning from the bottom . . ..... - - ". ''''''. " -
The lowest stratum of" 8"overnmental authorities in ID.rua. is, in most 
staJ;es, the District. Planning from the bottom has, therefore, to 
be .associated chi~f1y with the distriet development planning effort. 
It is this which vesta the subject with great importance and makes 

~
't worth while to collBider in some detail the requirements of District 

. 
evelopment Planning and the directtons, tbe quality and stages of 
ort implied by it. 

IV 

Begimrlng may be: made·' by drawiDg attention to. two primary 
.--~--.-- -
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requirements. I) The first is the basing ~f the District plan on know-
......... > ...... " ".- - _ •• - --

ledge regarding local conditions, and the second is the association of 
locai poople with the formulation and i~plementationof tlie"pJan., 
In a sense, b~ these aspects are iml¥ied in develop~eiitpIinning at 
whatever stage it is undertaken, However, whereas in India, there 
is some appreciati(ln (If the need of obtaining technical and ecGnomic 
knowledge and data and consulting people, before f~rmulatiilg plan
ning at the national level, there is in practical terms a complete 
absence of this, at the local level. The gap in the matter of knoW" 
ledge and info-rmation, is the most glaring at the district level. 
There are certain series of administratiove statistics available and, 
depending on the system of land tenure and the method of mainten
ance of village records, some data are available regarding the dis
tribution of holdings and cropping patterns. Also some technical 
information jIW-y be available where, previously, surveys as that re
lating to minerals have been 'c(>nducted. For the rest, technical in
f~rmation is inadequate and relevant economic inf(>rmation is almost 
totally absent; For example, centres of Agricultural Research' are 
few in a state and many districts have nlJ such centres with the 
result that its special problems of agricultural production technique 
cannot be dealt with, except (>n the basis of information relating to 
some distant area which mayor may not be relevant, locally. 
LPlanning in its technical and economic aspect, is closely related to 

relevant knowledge and information. Unless there is a prlnimum 
base of such knowledge and information, a plan of development for 
an area like the district cann<>t be built up. Moreover, the minimal 
base will suffice only for the preliminary effort at planning; ¥ plan
ning extends its coverage and intensifies in depth, the amount and 
quality of information will hM1e to be progressively increased. An 
appreciation of the great importance for local planning of agencies 
investigating into local condition and collecting information on all 
aspects of socio-economic life and technical production, and other 
activity, is urgently required for making a proper beginning with 
district development planning; and proviB~on for continuing exten~ 
sion of investigational and researcb activity in all the fields at the 

.loeal 1"'''61 is a necessary concomitant of the continuance and growth 
of district development pl«nning effort. .As 100lg as detailed local 
knowledge is not available, lo test and questi(>n the a!ppliea~ility of 
standard schemes and to provide the base on which to build alterna-
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tive proposals, there is no chance of replacing the present approach 
to planning. 

! 
The second aspect, that of local co-operation and jparticipation in 

formulation and implementation, is equally important. This is so for 
two reasons. In the first instance, any agencies which are employed 

, ;forthe e~n.duct of research' and investigation in varying aspects of 
the local situation will have to" work in close co-operation with dif
'ferent strata in the local population. The success of investigational 
research effort is closely bound up with an understanding by the ' 
relevant elements in the local !population of the nature of investiga-

'''fion and research uiUrertaken and the objectives to which it;;as 
'related. Moreover, apart from the limited extent to which technical 
COnSiderations dictated a Certain pattern of the plan and the order 
of priorities in them, the pattei'll and the priorities will have to be 
determined in relation to local choices and opinions. It is true that 
in a numoe'r. of directions the margm of such choi~e would not be 
wide. ,The, objectives determined, the allocation of funds, the 
choice or agencies, etc. mad~ at superior levels would impose certain; 

• constraints on distriet planning'. Other constraints would be where 
• 

technical or economic considerations definitely pointed in certain 
directions. Even though the margin of choice for local decisions 
might thus, in particular contexts. be small, it is important that 
within this margin the choice should be ;made locally and moreover, 
that a full ,mderstanding ot' the why and wherefore of the const
rai~~ as, described above and their' relevance to local choice are 
understood by the people concerned.. • . ' . 

Another important reason for arousing the interest of local popula-
• tion is that it is only through this that motivatio~ for appropriate 

formulation and early implementation is created. It is the experi-
, ' 

ence, of. for' example, regional Ianni in France that here 
unofficial bodies had al y worked out plans of regional d~lop
ment of their own, progress had been rapid. The cas';-for loc~nn
tereitandPartlcipation--at the-stage of. implementation is obviously 
overWhelming." Wliereasthe-:formula¥!1ll' of a pl~n may be related 
't;;' teChniCiir-knowleag.e and broader objectives, its implementation . , 

on the ground once formulated would be impossible without full local 
understanding and 'cQ-operation, Xhjs necessary condition further 
reinforces the need for lop.1.rparticipation at the formulation stage. .. - ~ , . 
There !s no doubt that nwre intelIifBnce a'td co-op,eration in the stage 
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, of implementation would be forthcoming, if in the process of formu
lation itself the local elements were fully associated with the effort 
so that there was widespr~ appreciation of what was being' planned 
and what the planning was expected to achieve. 

Before going on to discuSs the unplications of the two basic re
quirements indicated abo.fe, consideration has to be given to another 
!preliminarY problem. ,This is that of the lowest area unit of plan
ning. It has been pointed out above that ordinarily a district is 
unlikely to be economically homogeneous and that District Develop
ment planning' must face problems of planning for a mixed or 
heterogeneous .area. It follows that the basic preliminarY work of 
at least some aspects of the District Plan must be carried out in 
terms of smaller, homogeneous area units. While this unit should 
be small and compact, it should also be large enough to serve as a 
unit of integrated planning. This means that it must embrace 
within it the variety of economic acnvity typical of the particular 
rural economy and that it must be capable of being' treated as 'an 

'integrated economic unit for purposes of planning. The most com-'
mon factor of integration at this level of rural economy wou!d be 
sale and supply activity; and in most parts of India where there is 
some commercialization of agriculture, such a unit may be identified 
as the primarY market area. There are many obvious difficulties of _ 
definition and demarcation involved in the concept of a market area. 
It is here !put forward, however, not as a theoretical concept but as 
a practical operative planning device,: 

While in terms of the existing situation the area .unit may be 
identified as the market area, in tel'IllB of development planning' it 
may be looked upon as the lowest area-unit for the integrated provi
sion of socia-economic overheads and services. It is obvious that 
this approach to the definition of the lowest area-unit does not 'lead 
to an immediate ready cilt and dried identification. In conceptual 
terms the market area has a centre or nucleus and by reason of spe
cially convenient means of communication or other reasons it serves 
a fairly well-d,!lfined surrounding area as the primarY marketin~ sale 
and supply centre. In planning for the future it would be con
~nient to start with such existing centres and provide, for the sur
rounding areas, the overheads which must precede development as 
radiating from the centres. One of the most difficult problems in 
planning for widespread development is that of providing minimum 

.: . 
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socio-economic overheads tmlrywhere. The efficient and economic 
planning of this provision is an important task in _the initial stages. 
For this purpose, ~t becomes necessary ~ identify convenient integ
rated area-units." ; 

This approach clearly rejects the village as the lowest area-unit of 
planning because it looks upon planning as" involving coordinated for- . 
mulation and execution of a number of socio-economic measures and 
activities for unfolding a given pattern-of development. This con
cept of integrated planning assumes at each level and in each sector 
a strategy and a programme of economic activity in the state and 
public sectors combined with a regime of fiscal, monetary, physical, 
etc, measures of encouragement and inducement, of regulatisn and 
prohibition. The plan is integrated iIi the sense that the effect of 
the implementation of the plan is expected, according to the implied 
strategy, to lead to the initiation and cumulation of different types 
of public and private e.conomic activity, which will bring about deve
lopment along the prescribed route. CThe National Plan is s~ppos
ed to integrate fully the plans of all tiers and authorities in all" 
se~rs. At each lower level, i.e. the State and the District, the plan 
is formulated within the total frame, with given objectives and ex
ternal data or constraints, derived from the higher level plans. The 
District is considered here as the lowest area-unit of governmental 
planning; .. Rowever. as it is ordinarily too large and heterogeneous 

~ 

it would be difficult to formulate an integrated plan directly for the 
entire area of the district. Therefore, while some elements of acti
vity and some integrating factors would operate only at the district 
level, for the bulk of activities in relation to primary production, 
dispersed industry, rural trading and transport OF urban activity 
oriel'lted towards serving the rural economy etc, •. the~istrict has to 
be divided into convenient areas for formulation of an integrated 

" In an actual· exerci... conducted in the Wardba District it w .... found that 
such an area"\1nit, called in this case for eonvenience 'the mandi-area unitt 
usuall,. covered a population of 15 to 20 thousand. The population and area 
coverage will dUfer from region to region depending on the intensity of primary 
production and the density of population. Also, aB was the experience -in 
Wardha, while In some caBe. the eentr.. and the areas served. by them are· 
fairly easily and clearly identifiable, in other ca .. s, a selection ...... ong centres -
may have to be made and careful demarcation of ar."" undertaken. This bas 
then to be done on the hasi. not only of the existing situation but also of pro
jected future development. 
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plan for the lowest level area unit. And the concept of the maridi 
area is offered here as the most appropriate for this purpose. , . 

v 

It is now necessary to gi'Ve attention to problems of formulation 
of a District Plan and to its important component elements, the in
tegrating factors and the constraints and limits within which it has 
to be put together. Given the assumption that the district plan is 
not put together as a summation of lists of departmental schemes, 
and that there is a minimal base of information and knowledge re
garding local conditions, we have to begin with an analysis of the 
main features of an integrated district plan and the procedures or 
stages by which it could be put together. Subsequently, as long' as 
administration is organized in terms of activities of certain depart
ments,' any proposal or plan will have to be translated into terms of 
departmental schemes for implementation. However, it is one thing. 
to prepare an integrated plan in the first instance, and then trars
form it into a. series of properly coordinated departmental schemes 
and quite another to start with the preparation of schemes for in
dividual activity and sub-activity of each department and then to 
put them together as a plan. For the purpose of the fOJmulation 
of an integrated plan of a district, the stages or aspects that appear 
appropriate on the basis of some experience are as follows. 

The first stage, and an essential one, appears to be that of the pre
paration of the physico-geographic plan of socio-economic overheads. 
The preparatioI) of the physico-geographic frame is specia~y im; 
portant at the district level. The main business of a district plan 

-----~--- -----iA to influence. and direct the act.!Yillea of thousariils of sma!t .pro-
Qui-era.- ACtion Inmis regardhas two ~ec~li,' th; provi-
-~ sion of those basic services and amenities without which growth and 

di'Versification of economic activity will not come about. Secondly, 
~ :provision of such incentives as well as disincentives as will lead 
to \Ievelopment of econo~icactiVitYfn-'the 'desired direCtions. The 

tirs'f requires, very largely, pubiie action inrel~tion'~' pl~nned pro
vision of utilities and social services. This, in the context of our 
country, has to be planned in terms Df a physico-geographic frame. 
It includes the provision of communications which inevitably takes 
precedence in the initial stages. Most backward regions are cha-
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racter4ea by lack of means of communication~'~ In the ultimate 
analysis. no area or territory can hope to .profitlrom the economic 
development of other parts of the country which is not closely integ
rated with the economic life of the rest. The establishment of a 
system of communications reaching out to all areas and all locations 
is thus the first requirement for a plan of development> Other con-. -
nected essential requirements are those of water and power and the 
development of economic organizations such as those of marketing 
and credit, storage and processing. on the basis of which, economic 
activity in each region grows to full capacity and becomes diversified. 
Social services such as those relating to education and health are 
also a vital .part of the provision of the socio-economic overheads.') 

\ In view of the need to economize and obtain the best results from 
a given investment. it is necessary to plan careful\y. the provision of 
all these socio-economic overheads. Two requirements of this pro
vision a~ obvious. In the first instance, the spread must be such 
as to benefit all areas within the district and secondly. that the provi-

... sion of the costlier utilities and services m~st be arranged from a 
hierarchy of cOIWenient centres. A third condition may be added 
to the two. This is that it is highly desirable to follow. in the deter
mination of these centres and the areas served by them. to a large 
extent, exis~ing patterns of marketing and other economic areas. 
A physico-geographic plan is thus a plan of col'IlillLUIlications and of 
the development of a series of centres at and from which certain ser
vices and amenities are provided. All of this is .9bviously closely 
connected with the concept of the "mandi-area" unit discussed above.! 

Attention may also be drawn at this stage to the possibility of 
iooking at location of these centres of services and utilities from two 
different points of view. In the first instance. ·the centre would 
essentially be the main centre of marketing and exchange .in terms 
of Ii. SInall or large area. Exchange activities and the prOVision of 
the services which have to be most widely spread would .be the nor
mal function of such centres. In terms of planning developmetlt it 
would be necessary to add to these functions, those of furnishing 
technical assistance or the more modern institutionalized e~nomic 
services such as of credit. storage and processing and of social ser& 
vices such as those relating to education and health. . However. from 
the point of view of a development plan. especially, in relation to the 
growth of non-farm activity, a centre ma.y be thought of as a centre 



of growth of industrial or other activity which helps to transform 
the economy of a surrounding region. It is omous that the con
cept and the location of a centre of this type would be diiferent from 
that of the traditional centre. \A district plan must provide for the 
development of well distributed centres of the traditional type for 
the entire district. The industrial development plan of the district 
may select some of these centres for intensive development of 8011I1e 
types of non-farm activity or find it necessary, for whatever reason, 
to develop other centres for particular purposes. However, as the 
two types of centres will have different functions, the utilities and 
services located in them and the demarcation of their areas will fol-' 
low different principles. Whereas the former will adopt a genera
lized common approach, the latter will be related to certain specific 
aims. 
,( The second aspect of an integrated district plan appears to be that 
~oncerned with the conservation and development of natural re
sources. Initially, in a country in which rural economy is so pre
dominant and agriculture employs such a large proportion of the 
working' force. the district ,plan has to be blISed on natural resources 
..and concerned with their conservation, exploitation and development. 
The conservation !ind broadening' <# the base of natural resources 
is thus an 6SSe/ltial preliminary step in ,development planning. 
Special attention requires.'to'be'given to it as large parta of these , .. -. " . 
resources hawegreatiy suffered from iIIeglect In recent decades. Con-_. ~ 

servation and development of ' resources of soil, water and vegetation 
are extremely importanrJ'Orour agricultural economy~ -As 'iii'-the 
case of agriculture, 'Problems reTa:tiniffO'eonservation Of natural re
sources arise all over the country but are at the same time highly 
local; local in the sense firstly, that there is a great variation in the 
characteristic of resources and the problems of conservation and 
development presented by them from area to area and secondly, that 
full conservation and development of all resources, necessarily re
quires the mQst detailed local action. A preliminary division of the .' 

\

district into homogeneous economic areas will have to be made for. 
this plan (If conservation and development of natural resources and . .-
the mandi-area uitit may be found cbnvenient for this pUrPose al~" 

It is as against the background of the physico-gcogra,phic frame, 
of the distribution and placement of socio-economic overheads and 
services and of the plan for the conservation and development of 



natural resources that the next aspect of the plan of development 
comes up for consideration. (Th~ aspect deals with production acti
vity. The plan of development of production, agricultural and non
agricultural, is at the centre of the planning process. This aspect 
of the plan differs 'in one material aspect from the earlier two. 
Action in relation to the provision of socio-economic overheads if! 
largely action taken by governmental authority or by co-operating' 
KTOUpS or 'pEirsOn!\' The coJiservation and development of natural -------.... ---_.-. resources is also to a large extent either governmental or joint acti-

- vity of a series of establishments or <persons. It is only in an ex
ceptional elise like that of construction of wells that an individual 
on his own might take action in regard to the development of natural 
resources. In relation to the production plan, however, the opera
tions are essentially those of individual agriculturists, artisans, etc. 
Planning action in this connection is, to a large exteiit, a matter of 
providing assistance and incentives to individual producers. Be
cause of this it becomes important in this context to think out care
fully, ~hat may be-called the objectives and strategy of developmentl'-

What is meant by defining' objectives is,to spell out the particular 
immediate goals in each field in relation to the previous -development 
and future requirements of the district. For example, at a given 
level of progress of co-operative ·acti~ty. it may be much more im
portant to look to the functioning of .the co-t)per,i!.tives in relation to 
particular categories, such,as %ena~ts or' an.isans rather than to 
pursue the target of universal membership. The.concept of strategy 
may be illustrated by reference to rural' industrialization. For 
example, one may decide to concentrate initial effort on the develop-, 
ment of processing in the co-operative sector and on the rehabilita
tion of traditional artisan industry, because these may not only be 
immediately important but also because they afforded convenient 
bases for future progress. Or in another context, a programme of 
providing improved latrines in schools may be adopted for long-term 
improvement of rural health habits. Choosing' a particular set from 
among alternative groups ot incentives and disincentives may also 
be determined by estimates of response and the chain react,jons that 
might be set up;' -this in a sense is strategy.' . 

Such problems of analysitl and estimation will be encountered in • each programme in this field. The agricultural 'production pro-
grammes today, give,very uneven results, because they do not analyse 
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and take into account the local situation. A threefold classification 
in relation to programmes of agricultural improvement appears basic. 
(l) Improvements !!-1!i~h are locally accepted but not yet widespread. 
(2) improvements proved to be useful locally but not yet accepted 
and (3) improvements which have to be tried out and established 
!n the local environment. In relation only to (l) is a programme 
of propaganda and appropriate incentives indicated; in relation to 
(2) emphasis must be placed initially on demonstration; and regard
ing' (3), which is a large class, because of the limited extent of local 
adaptation effort so far, it is systematic work in local adaptation and 
adjustment that must precede everything elae. \ Programmes for the 
development of agricultural and non-agricl!ltural productilVe activity 
have to be framed not only to suit local circumstances and conditions 
but also to suit the requirements of the different classes of producers. 
The universal present complaint regarding benefits of programmes 
accruing to the more substantial cultivators flows from lack of dif
ferentiation in this regard. Existing programmes have to be spe
cially adapted to or special programmes framed for the small holders 
and part-time farmers if these are to profit from the planning effort:" 

< While the "emphasis on agricultural production is important, activi- ' 
zation of the nlra' economy requires much greater expansion of the 

:Subsidiary primarY production and of industrial actilVity. Intensi~ 
cation of agricultur<ll production activity will meet the employment 
and development needs of only the middling and substantial ~ultiva
tors, fOl1!!!ng everywhere:less than half ,of .the rural families. \!,or 
the small, effectively part time cultivators, the landless labourers, 
rural artisans and others supplementary and new actiiVities must be 
found.,\ In part, these would arise from planned programmes of the 
provision of socio-economic overheads and of the conservation and 
development of natural resources. \In part, they must be found in ---- ,--.' .....,.. .... -~ - .-._-- - --_._-- . 

i expansion of the field of non-agricultural primary production e.g'. 
animal husbandi-y, fishery;efu; 'Tbelmportance -of this h~s been 

'recently recogclzed, but no"appropriate developments are yet being 
. planned. In this matter, as in plans of industrialization the techni
cal view ..dominates the field without reference to the needs of the 
economic situatio~. I/There appears 'Very little awareness that the 
situation demands the development, for example, of dairy and poultry 
activities in units and at levels which will be within the competence 
of at least the average small farmer, if not the landless labourer; 
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and, if necessary, the individual small units must be supported by 
the requisite net-work of services and supplies. l!1.nally. the rural 
~onomy will ~gin to mQlVe only if industrialization of the countty
side is no longer regarded as only a supplementary or side issue but 

I as the main result aimed at by the ilrogramme <Yf industrial develop-

~.-
\' This naturally leads, to a consideration of the immediate problems 
of non-producers. The provision of socio-economic overheads, the 
conservation and development of natural resources and steps to im
prove and encourage productive activity all benefit those who have \ 
a minimum viable base of productive resources~'\ All those who com-
mand very inadequate or no productive resoii~ces cannot hope to 
benefit directiy from any of 'these ilrogrammes of development plan
ning; and as the~e is little likelihood of the 'VIlSt majority belonging 
to this class obtaining productive resources through measures, say, 
of redistribution of land, the programme required -by them and for 
them is essentially that of provision of adequate employment. At 
the same~iime, the programme of providing' employment for 110n
-producers cannot be an additional programme not included in the 
three aspects of development planning indicated above. The con
cept of the additional rural works of the Planning Commission is 
illogical and merely shows up the failure to pra;-~d~~t;;li--The 
contents of a rural works programme cannot be of a type different 
from those included in the programme of providing socio-economic 
oVerheads or of conservation and development of resources or the 
maintenance of these or of existing works. It is obvious that a 
rural works programme which is conceived of as fdditive w~t 
be properly integrated with planned programmes and will to that 

-extent be wasteful of resources. -------

. \ The need to provide for adequate local employment through all 
aspects of development programming' thus imposes an additional re
quirement on the process of plan formulation. This will operate 
mainly in two directions. \Firstly in relation to the choice and vo
lume of works included in the !plan and secondly as regards their 
spatial and temp()ral distribution.' The entire programme of addi-

-- I 
tional economac actirvity directly undertaken by public authorities to-
gether with any expected increase in employment offered by private 
operators must generate the total employment required. The size 
iand the degree of labour intensity of planned !public aetivity must 
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• be related to this objective.; also, as the aggregate employment has 

1# 

to be properly distributed over space and time the distribution, over 
the area of the district, of planned activity and its initiation and 
closure in time have to be regulated in relation to specific local re
quirements. Moreover, the generation of additional employment has 
to be looked at as not being related to a particular year, but as a con
tinuing long-term requirement. The employment requirement should 
thus not only affect the size ant["' Sluipe of the annual plan but also 

aeeply influence the perspective and strategy of all planning.· The 
employment aspect of planning thus colours and orients the whole 
process. It has also ";n integrating effect, because it- gives a direction 
and a measure to large numbers of planning decisions. 

In the dovetailing of the plans, there arises also the problem of 
priorities. Broadly, these have to be determined by seales of valua
tion and by accepted ideas regarding the route which planned deve
lopment is likely to take. Conservation might be objectively given 
high priority, because logically conservation of resources has to 

i precede development. (Also if high value is placed on s~multaneous 
development of all areas, a communication and services programme 
must be given high priority:. The problem becomes more compli-

. ---\cated in connection with what are called social welfare activities. 
One may consider a minimum provision of educationsl and health 
service for each citizen as an input required for a minimum per
formance by labour units. \ From such a_point of view a considerable 
amount of educational and health expenditure would be treated not 
as welfare expenditure but as investment expenditure. It is obvious 
that in this field a great deal depends on subjective valuations and 
judgement. However, limit has to be placed on independent judge
ment in each locill area in such matters.' There has to be an accepted 
framework of overall national objectives and a certain broad valua
tion must inform all district plans. 
'; The other important integrating factor and constraint is that of 
financial resources available for the district plan.: This is an overall 
constraint which limits the extent of effort that can be put forward 
within a period. In a sense it is this constraint that makes planning 
meaningful. It provides the frame within which given local, natural 
and human, resources and the local interpretation of national objec
tirves the optimum effort that can be made for the best utilization 
of the available financial resources has to be defined and determined. ' 
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The strategy of the plan as a whole or for the public sector and the 
determination of priorities and allocations are made fully with re
ference to this constraint. In its absence, the district development 
planning.is no more than a compilation of desired schemes and pro
jects which are not necessarily connected together and in which no 
indication of logical relation or chronological order need be given. 
With the constraint imposed by the overall financial lim.it, the inter
pretation of a district plan means essentially: the spelling out of the 
logical relationa between various sectoral and departmental plans and 
the chronological order in which within all of them together parti
cular schemes will be initiated and completed. 

Reference has to be made in addition to a number of calculations , 
of availabilities and balances. A road programme of g'ilven size 
would require certain equipment and trained personnel; the seed, 
multiplication programmes have to be based on a given complement, 
of farms and farmers. In education and health programmes, build
ings, equ,il!lJlent, teachers, nurses have to be made available in a given 
measure for any level of desired performance. In the same way the 
total building'S and construction programmes in all sectors together 
would be subject to the overall limitation of availability of building 
materlals, e.g., the total output of bricks or the possible allotment of 
cement. The entire plan, in particular, the socio-eeonomic overheads 
and the conservation plans. requires ~bour as an essential input on 
a large scale. Therefore, the lI1Vaiiability of labour would place a 
limitation on the size of these plans that could be accomplished within 
any given time. Such calculations in physical terms could ser.ve 
two purposes; they would indicate limits to possible performance 

I
but they could also be taken to present a challenge, so that through, 
chiefly, better organization the limits could be stretched. 
I Better organization is the additional input that could be most 
readily made available in early stages of planned development. Also 
most new 'programmes of development require for their success that 
attention is paid to ,problems of' setting Ul> and operating appro
priate organizations. ',In district development planning' two types of 
lrganizations, viz., th~'panchayati raj institutions and the coopera.
tilVes, would be chiefly utilized1 This general approach still leaves 
~nsolved a number of problems. For example, it is general experi
ence that ,mere provision of a works programme does not, without 
Ii special ()rganizational effort, benefit thecateg'Ories for whom it is 
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intended. The organization suggested for this purpose usually takes 
the form of a labour contract cooperative society. However, the 
organizational pattern and the functioning of this type in a variety 
of contexts have yet to be experimentally determined. This is also 
the situation regarding the major problem of the organization of 
small holders for agricultural production, for which cooperative 
farming appears to be the logical solution. 

C. A large variety of other organizational problems are encounter
ed in local planning. Some of these arise out of some aspects of 
land reforms as for example, the management of forests formerly 
owned by landlords; some because of a mixture of public and private 
interest, such as that of the management of a public 1:Itility such as 
a tank which benefits only a limited numbers within the community. 
There aTe some fields in which new experimental effort requires 
mainly organizational improvisation. This happens with problems 
relating to what are called the weaker sections or with problems of 
conservation of development of non-arable land in which a number 
of departments such as forest, revenue, animal husbandry may be 
interested and where without arousing' local interest and coopera
tion no effective programme could be carried out. Inevitably, pro
blems of organization loom specially large where a departure from 
the traditional pattern becomes necessary or where the disadvant
aged are sought to be benefited. It is thus clear that in the formu
lation of plans and more particularly in the plan of im.plementation, 
attention has to be paid to indicating carefully the organizations 
entrusted with operation and coordination and, in many fields also 
to designing' and experimenting with ne:w types of organizations for 
the purpose. ') 

Two aspects of the integration of plans need to be. specially 
stressed. These are co-ordination and synchronization. Any given 
objective suCh as that ~f increasing ligrlcu'ffiiiil-production would 
be related to a large number of schemes and projects and activities 
of different departments. It would be related to the conservation 
of land, development of water resources, construction of connecting' 
communications, availability of power, supply of credit both long
term and short-term, institutionalization of marketing, guaranteeing 
of prices, setting up of co-operative processing units; this is apart 
from the specific agricultural departmental activities, such as .those 
of supply of seeds. fertilizers. pesticides, introduction of improved 
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practices and implements, the prO'visiO'n O'f technical assistance and 
adrvice, the O'peratiO'n O'f demO'nstratiO'n and research farms, etc. This 
small illustrative list WO'uid make clear what is meant by estab
lishing logical relatiO'ns within the activities O'f different departments 
and agencies which are intended in part O'r in whO'le to' subserve one 
cO'mmon O'bjective. Given the size O'f the plan and the framing of 
O'bjectives, the extent and nature of each activity and its chrO'nO'
IO'gical O'rder WO'uld have to be determined in clO'se relatiO'n tQ all the 
O'ther activities which it SUPPO'rts O'r by which it is supPO'rted. If 
this aspect of mutual relation is nO't prO'per1y taken into account in 
the fO'rmulatiO'n O'f the plan, there WO'uid be O'bviO'usly disproPO'rtiO'n
ate expenditure of energy and financial resO'urces in particular direc
tions, which WO'uid be wasteful in 80 far as fO'r want O'f necessary 
support and effO'rt it WO'uid nO't bear fruit. By an integratiO'n of 
district plan is meant paying close attention to' all these aspects of 
O'ther relatiO'ns and emphasizing the need to' maintain a proper 
degree O'f proportiO'nality. Coordination and synchronizatiO'n becO'me 
specially impO'rtant fO'r implementatiO'n to be effective. The mutually 
sUPPO'rting actiO'n O'f different programmes and activities can bear 
fruit if the activities prO'vided for are nO't only apprO'priate and in 
proportiO'n, but alsO' if in each context, they are in fact undertaken 
and completed at the apprO'priate times. SynchrO'nizatiO'n O'f imple
mentatiO'n O'f variO'US aspects O'f prO'gram!!!~, is ~~~rem_!}mpor~. 
ance .especially inrelatiO'n to' such O'bjectives as annual agricultUral 
prO'ductiO'n plans.· - ..... --.- ...-----.---- .. --- . -. .-

-it is ~bvious th~t to cO'nstruct such a plan requires much mO're 
effO'rt than a plan which merely puts tO'gether standard departmental 
schemes and that if adjustments are required to' be made in such 
a plan, they necessitate much greater thO'ught and labO'ur than WO'uld 
be requi~ln .relatiO'n to' a cO'llectiO'n O'f departmental schemes which 
;ailbecuU!Q.\Yn or pared at will. - _ .. _--

VI 

The preparatiO'n of a district develO'pment plan has a number O'f 
aspects. As indicated abO've the wO'rk has to be undertaken chiefly 
at two levels, the District and the Mandi area. While the mrerall 
frames, the strategies and the comprehensive wO'rks and schemes have 
to' be planned at the district level, the details O'f the cO'nserovatiO'n, prO': 
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duction, ete. plans have to be worked for the mandi area. Financial 
allocations, areawise and sectoral, hlllVe to be finalized at the dis
trict level and di.stribution of schemes and programmes in the light 
of the employment criterion has also to be carried out here. Organi
zational problems will be most probably common to the entire dis
trict, though in some specialized aspects such as forest and waste. 
lands or animal husbandry they may be found to have local 
peculiarities. The work of integration, coordination and synchroni. 
zation will have to be· undertaken appropriately at both levels, 
thoUgh the Gverall integl-ative effort will be in relation to the district 
plan. 

I The task at all levels is twofold. Firstly, there is the work of 
'marshalling all available information, qualitative and quantitative, 
and judging of requirements, feasibilities, logical priorities and 
chronological orders from a technical point of view and, subsequently, 
given the final judgement regarding programmes and priorities, the 
work of formulation of an integrated plan takh;tg into consideration 
all the limitations and constraints. Secondly, there is work of 
taking' account of differing levels o!" local competence and knowledge, 
local attitudes and preferences and possible local reactions and res
ponses. While the first will be mainly the work of official admhlist
rame agencies and official and ·non~offieial experts, the second can 
be achieved only through association of local leadership with the 
total enterprise. However, while making this formal distinction it 
has to be noted that the ease and the efficiency with which administ
rators and experts carry out the first will itself be influenced greatly 
by the extent of jnterest they arouse in the local population in rela
tion to it and the cooperation· and assistance that they obtain. ') 

l Local participation in plan formulation and· implementation is 
secured essentially through entrusting a considerable part of district 
development planning' to local authority, i.e. the Zilla Parishad in 
Maharashtra, and in many other states. An initial difference in the 
operations regarding the two aspects and agencies may be noticed. 
While the work of the administrator and the expert can be made 
to cover the entire area of planning with more or less equal effi
ciency, the interest and commitment of local leaders and population 
may differ widely from field to field. ) 

This is obviously a function of the ~tion of local ~_d_~rship 
and of its consciousness of the real meaning of nafiona[iocio..eeono-
-----~----.----~.-.------.. ---- •. ------... ----- -- .~-
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mic objectives. From the point of 'View of posSible variations in 
coverage and depth of local interests, it is necessaTy to recognize 
the importance of the national frame. vGiven national objectives and 
the total scope of the national plan of development, all aspects of it' 
would necessarily be reflected in district planning, even though the 
local leadership may not be equally interested in all of them. Thus, 
for example, development of the more backward areas or special 
relief measures in relation to the weaker sections, may not· evoke 
as much interest in local leadership as, say. the programme of agri
cultural production or irrigation development. The general compul
sions of the national frame would then be useful in relation to 
continuance of minimum effort in those directions which do not evoke 
'uU local interest. "H<JWever, in the ultimate analysis, it is necessary 
;0 ensure that national objectives are, in fact, fully accepted by local 
eadership everywhere. -'This is because no real social tranaforma
;ion can come..about through development unless there is full under
ltanding I:lpd co-Operation from local elements in. this regard. 
rherefore, -while in the initial stages, the national frame may serve 
1 useful purpose, the full and meaningful pursuit of national objec
Cl'Ves' requires an educational effort in relation to local leadership 
which must be considered as extremely important and essential. In 
part, therefore, the process, of district development planning' must 
be understood as that of communicating, to local leadership and 
population, aspirations and ideologies with which the national plan 
is informeii. -On. theo1lier hand, the realism andthe effectiveness 
of the na~onal plan depend-essentially -on an understanding:' at the 
national level :>,f !!.r~bilities and difficulties of local plannin!. 

Most of"tlie discussion has been conducted, 80 far, in terms of plan 
formulation. Problems of implementation have been dealt -with 
impliedly. This has happened in two ways. In the first instance, 
the agencies t>f plan formulation and plan implementation are in 
this context, identical. The 'Various authorities and committees and 
non-official associates of the Zilla Parishad and its administrative 
set up will be equally involved in both formulation and implementa
tion of plan. It is only the outside experts, official and non-official, 
consulted in plan formulation who may not be involved in implemen
tation. Secondly, the procedures indicated fot formulation of de-' 
tails of the plan and for putting it together in an integrated fashion 
have relevance also to implementation. If the operating organiza-
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tional agencies in each cQnte~ are carefully ..thought out and indi: 
cated and proper atbpltion Paid to coordination and synchronization 
in formulating:othe plan ind its various .component schemes and 
progra~es; analysis' for implementation will become <ellSY : Effec
tive implementation requires a clear. !iPpreciation by each. operator 
of'-resPOnsibility in relation. to ev~relevaltt item and_ the relation
ship of that item to others. CI~-indicationof these-.re!!ponsibilities 
and inter-relationships should 'Ire ~vailable from the~ c;ietai).ed work 
of .pla~ f~rmulatieii. :;~racting;!this information and pirttipg it in 
'appi:6p'ri~~rm tor .€ommunication to the relevant agencies- and 

~ - - - -, 

. personnel is" the first step in implementation . ..,;When this is done 

not only actual operations 'but also constant cross-checking and 
supervision of their progress would be greatly facilitated. J,fO!leOlier: 
the preliminary analysis will help in concurrent evaluation of the 
effectivene~s of the.,plan, will bringAo surface any difficulti~ :err: 
countered, ;iriy assumptiol!.9r exp~~lon~:'\l~,ved.incorrej:j,:an~ ,will 
make possilile,continuous adaptation arid adjustm.el!t ...... It is the great 
demerit of the existing approach, through standard departmental 
schemes, that it does not provide for or necessitate thilj preFminary 
exercise before implementation. 

VII 

The exposition of>' the problem of district development< planning 
attempted above has general application especially in thdse' states 
in which the district-is the main unit of the Panchayat:RJl;j jprgani
zation. How~ver, ther~ arise in district developpten£·,.plillining a 
number of problema out' of 'the special legalrancf:'-4lfuiinistrat-ive 
arrangements of each state. "I do not intend "to .aeaT with' 'thes~ in 
any detaiL However, the nature and characteristicS .Of. theSe : ma~ 
be briefly indicated by reference to conditions -£it Maharasbtra'of 
which I have the greatest knowledge. . ", 

Zilla Parishads in Maharashtra are endowed'" by legislation .With ' 
specific planning powers. However, the proper exercise ;Df these 
powers has been hampered by a number <'f. factors. The first is 
finance. The financial resources available to the Z.P.s are chiefly 
in relation to their specifie administrative responsibilities and to in
dividual development programmes or' schemes which have been 
transferred to them. They have almost no 'free' resources which 
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they could spend on their own. Moreover, all new programmes 
undel·taken by them or any significant variations in the old are sub
ject to detailed scrntiny and approval by the heads of relevant de
partments. It has, in fact, been alleged that the budgetary and 
administrative control of the, secretariat and the departments over 
the Z.P.s is more stringent and harassing than over the district 

\administratiol1. Therefore, while' Z.P.s in Maharashtra have been 
able to spend more money in a few specific directions they have not 
been in a' position to, and ~ave not been encouraged to apply their 
mind Jo lo'cal problems of long-ferm development planning'. 
-..;-- - -~ _.-.------- ---'-----~ ------------------------.~- - --, - . 

'While a number of subjects have been transferred to Zilla Pari-
shads some important aspects of district development planning re
main under direct control of state government. These are looked 
after by the residual district administration or by regional or state 
departmental officers. No arrangements exist at present for effec
tive coordination of these aspects with those transferred to the Zilla 
Parishad, at the stag'e of plan formulation or arter. The non-trans
ferred subjects in r.wharashtra include forests, which are in most 
districy;, intimately connected with development of local resources 
and ~se pi'otection and exploitation require close cooperation of 
the local population. 

In considering how the planning !,pparatus works, attention has 
to be paid, on the official side, to the secretariat, the state and re
gional officers of departments, the collector and the residual administ
ration of the district, the chief officer of the Zilla Parishad and the 
staff under him. Even after the recent exercise at devolution, the 

, secretariat continues to be dominant in planning. Its financial and 
administrative pOWers seem to have diminished in no measure and 
the scrutiny of detail continues as before. Though the Zilla Pari
shads have beert given planning officers "nd were asked to prepare 
elaborate documents· in relation to the 4th Five Year Plan, the 
state and district plans were, in fact, compiled in the secretariat and 
this work was !..ittle effected b.)' the Z.,r .. _tlocuments, The role play
ed by the secretarlaT'ill' fi':;;;;~;-~~d overall-pi;;n~ing is duplicated 
by heads of state departments and their regional officers in relation 
to details of departmental schemes. The departmental officers--
state and regional-have usually considerable expertise and have, in 
many cases, detailed know ledge of particular localities. This exper
tise and knowledge are, however, not utilized for local development 
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planning because o{,' at ,least, two. factoTs. Firstly" the standard 
.departmental schem..e.s themselves are to a large extent d,erived fro.m 
abo.ve, i.e. fro.n( ~he Plalming Commissio.n and the Central Ministries, 
and the, s~ti technical officers have rarely subjected tMm "to rigor
ous scrutiny in relation to- particular regional conditio.n!!. "l;here-

fore, they are no.t disposed to favo.ur such scrutiny at a ~wer level 
and to. sanction adjustments. This attitude is reinforced by the 
feeling of estrangement' from the district staff created by the esta
blishment 'Of ZP.S and .the transfer o.f the district staff to. them. 
Aj-ihe' di~ric,t staff ill n~ longeI: directly controlled by the state de
partment, '!he higher, echelons of. officers appear to have lost interest 
.in the 'wo.rk of this staff. This ,nas created a number Qf problems in 
the ;formul~tion and' implemimUitiQn' Qf district development plans. 

It was expected that with the ~stablishinent o.f the Z.P.s the 'collec-
tor Qf the district ~ll }o~' h~ impotta,nce; This has no.t ,htppened 

~ 
to.. ao/ large extent, chieJli- be~afli!~, the secretar~ ~nd, th~ministers 

,contjnue to loo.k uPo.n'the "eQllector and'1rls administrative staff as 
I th~r own special agency. A' number of lo.cal. pro.grammes such as 
\of.J~~ine relief are still To.JmL!}himlL,tlJr(}!:y{lL.thlL£,ollector and , 
this complIcates plan '"formulation -and coordinatio.n. .' .. , 
~ wi'tiii;the oilicial hierarchy itself one vestig~f colonial iQ.minis~ 
ration, vi2l~ I.k.S.~ the s'ueces~sel'V'ice'of 'the I.C.~", exerts great 

. influence:', The collectotot,tht district and the Chief 'Qfficer of tM 
Zilla Parishad both"belong to ~he 1.A.S. In colo.nial ti~eSt "Sritieh 
personnef of:·the· highest npn-specialized ;rervice were naturally put 

, in control Qf,. the entire distHct administration, which in those !lays 
was conc!lrn'ed chiefly' with cOllecting revenue and keeping law and .. ' ~ 

order. The central dominant position of members 'of"1he non-spe-
eiali~d service !n district administratiQn continues fo this daY' and 
has been carried fo.rward to the Z.P.s which are pa~rned 'on the 
earlier district administration. Consequently, the fUlrCtioning af the 
Z.P. has come to depend greatly on a single I.A,S: 'officer, the Chief 
Officer of the Z.P. The relationship with the non-official part of 
the Z.P. organization, Qn the one hand, and' the effective operation 
and coordination of experts and o.f departmental offices on the other 

• d.ePlm,~ to a large extent on the efficiency and dispositiPD of this nOIl ___ 
'expert offieer. j 

/trhe-dep~!,ntal officers whose services have been transferred 
to the Z.P.s are of fair average quality and are, in many cases, 
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sincere and knowledgeable, specially in relation to local circumst. 
ances and problems. However, they suffi8l" from two strong handi. 
caps. In the fi~t instance, ,they feel cut off f~ their parent 
departments, and' M'e.~'\lncertainof the shape the Z.P. service will 
take. Sec6ndlp, and more importantly,' from the point of view of 
planning', they still' operate Within the older tradition which prevents , " 

the kIl~~~!!_Lnjti!!jjli'a of.JQwer".mpks, 'j'rom beJng, m.!:aning-
.. &ll.JI:_y~. They have been trained and are expected to carry -out 

plans to the letter and not to examine them carefully or to express 
criticism of them, and they have learnt by experience that it is better 
to follow instruutions blindlLrathgr, than to adapt or to makesug
g~~ti';ns regarding adjustment to local circumstlttieij- - - ,- :' • 

" --., - - _ _ - - - - - -- ; - - - - -, -,""-, . .. ~' 

Finally, the establishment of the Z,P.s 'Has riot yet,led to expected 
rationalization of arrangements' of the fi'eld staff of the district. 
There Are two sources ~f confusion. 'Firstly, the different back
grounds, and assignments of the staff as 'derived from district)ocal 
boards, revenue and other departments, etc., and secondly the allot
ment of par.ticulat staff to each new set of schemes.' The exten~ 1/f 

~taffing in the' field in most dis"tricts of Maharashtra appears liberal. 
"However, the failure tEtrationaiize preveI!ts effecH~e use. ~tion 
of the integrati've approach to district development plannhg' should 

<:fbasten the proceSs of rati;;;;;;li;;'ti~;;::iTI thls':reg;;;;i: -----,--.--

--Tnenon:.oineial"ii.pparat:us of the Zilla Parishads ~nnot be ~ivided 
tilto w~ll-marked groups for similar consideration. In one part, the 
problems are organii~tionaJ' ~uch '. a1 that of coordinating the work 
of the subject and the area committees., The adoption of the mandi . '. 
area, as the lowest area unit of plll:nning,w(}uld ):€quire some mqdifi-
catiq;ns in existing arrangementif.regarding area, committees and 
delegation o:f powers to them. In another part, the probleIlls relate 
to the socio-economic composition of local leadership9 and to the 
operation of the political party system. Further complication of the 
latter may result from different parties being in control of different 
Zilla Parishads and the government of the State. Most of these 
,prahl.ems have no direct bearing on district development planning 
anL :!ed not be discussed here. 

If For a discussion of some of these in another context, see D. R. Gadgil: 
'Socia-Economic Factors underlying pattern of leadership" in International Co

operative Alliance: Co-<lperative Leadership in South'East Asia (1963), 
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The relationship of the non-officials with the official hierarchy is 
also an important factor in the working of Z.P.s. In this case also 
vestiges of the older order remain in the undue importance attached 
to official positio;. However, the situation in this regard is under-
going rapid change. , 

It ,should be noted that the Zilla Parishad experiment is new and 
that the present is essentially a period of transition. There is noth
ing in the basic situatjQn which would militate against djs~iet deve-

10pmentpTanliing of the type discussed in this l~;t~;~.,bei~~~nder
taken. -Today's problems are chiefly those of the changeover from 

- a highly centralized administration to one in·"w:::;:hTic~h"";'la::'r:::g"':e::"p~o:-::w'~e:'r':s:':a":'r':':::'ir 
vested in local self-government authorities. There e.xlstS' at present' 
a widespread distrust of lower authorities and a fear of giving large 
powers to them' among those at all higher levels. Therefore, even 
when legislative arrangements are changed administrative practice 
continues Jt>. block real.~~volu~ion. This is not expected to be a 
permanent feature: Pressure of circumstances and changing ideas 

. are bound to bring about ,greater conformity between intention and 
operation. It is hoped that a proper appreciation of the existing 
situation will lead to voluntary deliberate adjustments rather than 
to ad hoc reluctant steps taken under pressure. 

VllI 

Before concluding, 3 few obsel"Vations appear in order regarding 
th~ibility of the approach suggested above. On a first examina
tion it may appear that the approach requires resources to an extent 
which could not be e:xlpected to be made available and that it also 
asks for toO' detailed an operation. A close scrutiny will show that 
this is not so. In fact, it is experience everywhere that effectjye. 

....!1lr,aJ work is not possibie....)yithout descending to ?eta.illl....Jllld ..!.1!e 
.Jl~J!l1;qral production programme envisaged above is, in principle, 
no different from what is atteiilpfed in 3gnCultural extension iIi any 

. c~~~tY-ii1-U.S~A:'MoreOVer;Mof today thepersonneJiesources 
~equired' for' the 'field work' sketched above are for the most part 
available on the grollnd in'most districts in India. • 

There are chiefly two directions in which new inputs will be r.,. 
quired. Firstly, local survey and research in all fields. This is A 
completelyneglected-arearocray. In - part; thegapca.;be filled i,J: 
-. __ .. ----- ---------
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drawing on the resources of existing academic and training institu
tions in the district. There are three phases to this work. < Firstly. 
collecting systematic information in relation to each field and identi
fying problems; secondly, conducting research locally, chiefly in 
relation to proving, adapting and adjusting standard prescriptions 
and solutions in relation to local conditions; thirdly, training local 
personnel engaged in -plan formulation and implementation in specia
lized aspects of the work in each field.:) It is true that the existing 
academic and training institutions are not equipped for this work. 
Ho-';;ver, no insuperable difficulty should arise in making good this 
deficiency. For example, the staff of the department of economics 
or commerce in a local college could easily be trained to undertake 
the pmljminary and the later continuous economic surveys; it could 
II!sO he trained to inlpart instructio~~ dist~ict ~taff ill ;"-ppropriate " .. ....... .:.... .. _-_________ - __ ._._u _____ .. -~~ 

planning techniques;- - Staffs of local agricultural institutes, poly-
technics, public health or medical schools could be utilized in a simi
lar manner. Obviously, existing resources will prove insufficient; 
more institutions will have to be established and they would have 
to be properly oriented. However, not only could local institutions 
play this important role in ,planning but _also their efficiency and 
competence should greatly increase by this partiI!IPation.-- A-mini-

....... _-- --.-----".--~.--

mum programme of new institutions is unavoidable. For example, 
each district must have at least one agricultural research-eum
~onstration centre; but such action is an inevitable concomitant 
of development itself. ABindicated-iibOve,the -iiiitlal sUrVey etc. is 
no-more -tlia~~preij;;inary step. As loca.lpIanning becomes more 
detailed and more effective it will have to be supported by systematic 
collection of a greater amount of data -and by greater research in 
depth in all fields. And with the progress of development planning 
the resources and competence of local academic and training institu
tions must· also increase. 

The second important input required is that of entirely new me
thods of work and iiew attitudes towards it. The new attitudes are . -
required chiefly in two -directions. Firstly, the adoption of the 
problem-solving attitude towards all aspects of development plan
ning' by all p~icipants in the process; secondly, willingness to trust 
the judgement and competence of and delegate authority to pers
onnel on the lower level on the part fjf all on each of the higher 
levels. The new methods are those required particularly by the 



adoption at the problem-solving approach. Even if one begins 
operations, as a matter of convenience, with a sta~dard departmental 
scheme this approach requires scrutiny of each of its details in rela
tion to local resources and local eircumstarlces. Defining objectives, 
translating' 'objectives into programmes of work and putting pro
grammes in the form of a set of schemes will all require new methods 

. of detailed work even when one works on the base of the old. Also 
the putting together of plans, especially what'has been termed above 
coordiriation and synchronization will' necessitate evolution of new 
methods as also a thorough analysis of the plan for implementation. 

Effective district development planning will thus hot require new 
jipancial or phy~jcal resources in any considerable measure. It will 
call for a better utilization of old resourtes, i&r'a reorienta.!~on of 
the existing set-up and. above all, for new attitudes and a readiness 
both t~trust more and to delve deeper. ,-" , 


